
The Next Generation Of  

Decorative Concrete Flooring... 

A high definition 3D image is achieved by 

blending metallic pigment with clear epoxy 

binder that results in seamless sheer elegance.  

 Aurora Epoxy Dust reflects light rather than  

absorbing it,  producing a floor that has more 

depth and dimension than is  obtainable with 

concrete staining.  

Such stone-like illusions are coveted by Interior 

designers, architects, and property owners . Our 

system provides the ultimate uniform surfacing 

solution.  Professional contractors recognize the 

true value of a fast application process that 

greatly decreases down time, potential for 

non-uniformity, and other stress factors 

associated with concrete stains and  

overlays. Once applicators have successfully 

accelerated into the future applying Aurora 

Epoxy Dust, they will not look back at 

the antiquated past.   



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Aurora Epoxy Dust Concentrated Pigment is a pre-packaged nano-particle pigment 

that is field blended with a variety of clear coating resin binders.   Available in 12 

standard colors.   Other colors are available on a custom order basis with minimum 

order quantities.  Aurora Epoxy Dust pigments are designed for use with 100% solids 

premium water clear floor epoxies. 

WHERE TO USE 
Aurora Epoxy Dust pigments are designed for use as a floor system, countertop    

system, or other horizontal surface to create one of a kind unique designs to enhance 

any architectural image.  Aurora Epoxy Dust pigments are unique fusions of 

colorants that are influenced by the systems and substrate they are placed upon. 

Since it is a field creative medium, laboratory samples are difficult to reproduce.   

Always refer to jobsite samples for reproducibility in the field. This is a very important  

aspect when working with dynamic fusion systems creating the unique Aurora Epoxy 

Dust look. 

Ideal for residential use, office complexes, commercial areas, lobbies, or light 

industrial applications. 

ADVANTAGES 

Used in 100% solids clear epoxy without compromise to the binders physical 

properties. 

Unlimited color variations as colors can be intermixed or custom ordered. 

Easy to install.  The product develops its own patina with little installer effort 

to develop its look. 

Multi-dimensional.  Color hues vary depending on lighting conditions and view 

angle.  Sold in pigment packs to allow greater versatility and user control. 

Color mixing,  color loading, and primer color all affect the final look. 

COVERAGE RATES 
60 sq. ft. per mixed gallon of 100% solids water clear epoxy binder. 
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MOSS GREEN 

YELLOW GOLD 

SLATE 

WINE RED 

PEARL 

BRASS BURNT ORANGE 

BRONZE 

ROYAL BLUE 

CHARCOAL BARK BROWN COPPER 


